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Militia Funding and War Ending
The Syrian war encompasses multiple conflicts and a diversity of groups. This paper
considers the financial support that two groups in particular have received: the Islamic State
(also known as the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria [ISIS] or, by its Arabic acronym, Daesh) and
Jabhat al-Nusra (the Victory Front). Both are US-designated foreign terrorist organisations and
specially designated global terrorists and employ terrorist tactics, such as suicide bombings, but
they also may be considered insurgent groups by their goals and actions of governing territory.
Sources of Funding to Militias in Syria
Militias in Syria have raised money every possible way. Locally, they institute indirect taxes
and fees, engage in kidnap for ransom, run businesses, extort businesses, engage in theft and
resale, engage in the illicit antiquities trade, and engage in arms trade. In contrast to the ISIS
insurgency in Iraq, they receive considerable support from external sources. In the case of Jabhat
al-Nusra, this is largely in the form of donations.
Many of the Shia militias also receive direct support from Iran. Apart from Lebanese
Hezbollah, Shia fighters from Afghanistan, Iraq, and Pakistan have participated in the Syrian
war. ii Afghan Shia fighters have reported receiving in the order of $500 to $600 monthly, and
Iran has paid Syrians as well, although in one reported case, less than the Afghan Shias are
reported as receiving. iii
One other significant difference with most insurgencies is that ISIS in particular, but also
other militias, have gained financial support from controlling oil and gas fields and selling the oil
and gas. Sales have included smuggling supplies throughout the region, as well as selling
directly to the Syrian government and territories that it holds.
International Efforts to End Funding to Militias
The main method used to end funding of the two most prominent Sunni insurgent groups –
Jabhat al-Nusra and ISIS – is the recapture of territory. Recapturing territory ends their ability to
sell oil and gas from captured fields, as well as to overtly tax the population or charge user fees.
A campaign of destruction against ISIS’s cash storage facilities has also been carried out. iv
There are a number of international efforts against the two Sunni groups. The UN Security
Council runs a sanctions committee to deal with ISIS (ISIL in the terms of the committee, with
the L standing for Levant), al-Qa‘ida, and associated entities. v The list includes Nusra as an
associated entity. vi If a person or entity is listed, UN members must institute asset freezes, travel
bans and arms embargoes.
Specifically, for ISIS, there is a 52-member Counter ISIS Finance Group, led by the United
States, Italy and Saudi Arabia. vii The group is situated within the broader Global Coalition and
engages in information sharing and technical assistance to help stop the financial activities of
ISIS. Beyond these international efforts, a variety of individual countries and governments
maintain sanctions lists.
Obstacles to Cutting off Funding
The United States, other major economies, and multilateral organisations have experienced
great success at dampening the use of the formal financial sector in facilitating financing to
insurgent groups. viii But there are a variety of obstacles to ending financing completely. One is
the use of informal financial institutions and informal value transfer systems, such as hawalas, to
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funnel donations or move money. Although reputed to be completely opaque to outsiders, in
reality, hawalas in many cases keep good records of transactions. ix But accessing those records is
far more difficult than accessing the records of formal, regulated financial institutions.
A second obstacle is that of territorial control. If insurgent groups raise money from
revolutionary taxes and other forms of local financing, only taking away territory will halt these
financial flows. A final major obstacle is state collusion or support for militias or insurgent
groups. The prime example from Syria had been the Assad government’s purchase of
hydrocarbons from ISIS. x
ISIS Funding
ISIS has relied on a wide variety of funding sources. Yet, even before considering these
sources, it is important to consider the group’s overall philosophy regarding fundraising. Since
the group’s inception as Jama‘at al-Tawhid wal-Jihad before the Iraq war, donations have played
a very small role in its overall finances. This is not to say that there have been no donations.
Donations have been a small but at times important source of revenue and came from a pool of
international supporters. xi
Despite this, the group has focused on local fundraising as a matter of doctrine, to maintain
full control. xii Accordingly, its main sources were local. As the underground Islamic State of Iraq
in Mosul, sources included a percentage of contracts, revenue from gas stations, fees from
transportation offices conducting international trade, money from factories, fines from the
population, a small amount in donations, and even collections from government offices. xiii
As ISIS, the group maintained and expanded these local sources. Initially, when it took over
cities, it stole money from banks in those cities, amounting to an estimated $500 million to $1
billion or more. xiv Once it established territorial control, it set up a system of taxes and fees,
including collecting zakat from people and businesses, utility fees, rent for market spaces, and
fines for traffic violations or violations of Islamic law. xv It also collected transit taxes, in the
order of $1,000 per truck, in one example. xvi
Another important source of local revenue was confiscations. Beyond taking money from
banks, ISIS took land, agricultural output, factories, cattle, and people’s homes in many
circumstances. Home confiscations occurred to Syrian government officials and soldiers,
Christians who fled the Iraqi city of Mosul, and many others. xvii
At the peak of its power, the largest source of revenue was oil and gas from captured fields.
Sales were made throughout the region, but especially to the Assad government. For example, in
November 2015, the United States sanctioned Syrian businessman George Haswani for serving
“as a middleman for oil purchases by the Syrian regime” from ISIS, and HESCO Engineering
and Construction Company for operating “energy production facilities in Syria, reportedly in
areas controlled” by ISIS. xviiiAt their peak, in 2015, these oil revenues amounted to about $500
million per year.
As the counter-ISIS campaign degraded ISIS’s hold on oil and gas fields, taxation overtook
oil and gas to become the largest source of revenue. By the spring of 2016, it was estimated that
ISIS was raising $250 million from oil and gas, and $360 million from taxation. xix
Apart from taxation in its many forms, and oil and gas revenues, less lucrative sources
included kidnap for ransom, antiquities smuggling, and even sales of wheat. xx At its peak, total
annual revenue was estimated to be on the order of $1 billion. As the group lost populated
territory and oilfields, this reportedly declined dramatically.
With the loss of Raqqa, ISIS lost its last major population centre, and therefore its last major
source of taxes and fines in Syria. But this did not end its fundraising. It maintained subsequent
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control over smaller population centres and has likely reverted to extortion and other forms of
criminality.
Occasional, hints of fundraising activities can be found in the actions of the military campaign
against ISIS. As late as May 2018, operations from the Combined Joint Task Force – Operation
Inherent Resolve killed four members of the ISIS oil and gas network, suggesting that even at
that late date they were trading oil. xxi Another action suggests that ISIS clearly has money to
move around. From October 7 to 9, 2018, Iraqi Special Operations Forces, Kurdish Counter
Terrorism Forces, and international Coalition Forces arrested members of the al-Rawi financial
network, an ISIS facilitation group, in Erbil and Baghdad. xxii This network stretches into Syria.
Based on its experience as an underground terrorist and insurgent group in Iraq up until 2011,
ISIS has vast experience raising money when it does not control territory. It has two other
advantages post-Raqqa—the point at which it lost its “capital” and largest remaining population
centre. First, it reportedly still has substantial cash reserves. Second, during its period of
governing, it was able to gather information on the assets and livelihoods of the many people
living under its rule. Given its skill at maintaining records, it likely has retained this information
for further use.
There are security implications to ISIS’s dual loss of territory and financing. Less money
means its operational tempo will diminish and the types of fights it engages in will change
because of its decreased ability to replenish supplies. But less money does not mean the group
will disappear. Rather, through the maintenance of covert cells, it will likely engage in more
traditional terrorist attacks, including assassinations of officials and opponents, and destruction
of economic assets.
Nusra Funding
Since its split from ISIS, Jabhat al-Nusra raises money much as ISIS does, with some
exceptions. xxiii One of the key sources has been tax at the border crossing with Turkey, at Bab alHawa in Idlib province. Control of this crossing has given the group a monopoly over
humanitarian aid and the ability to tax it. xxiv In September 2018, both the U.S. Agency for
International Development (USAID) and the UK Department for International Development
(DFID) told their partners to stop using the crossing because of fees charged by the Nusraaffiliated National Salvation Government. That organisation then said it would cease charging
fees, and USAID once again allowed crossings. xxv However, in December 2018, the Charity
Commission, which regulates charities in England and Wales, issued an alert that Nusra could
benefit from aid passing through Bab al-Hawa, subjecting charities using the border to a
potential criminal offense. xxvi
The biggest difference between Jabhat al-Nusra and ISIS is that Nusra has relied on donations
from outside Syria to a much greater extent. These have reportedly included donations from
wealthy people in Saudi Arabia, Qatar, and Kuwait. In fact, although the group was at one time
formally affiliated with al-Qa‘ida, it said it ended that affiliation, and one suspected motivation
was to enable donors to say that they were not funding that more notorious group. xxvii Aside
from Gulf sources, it has also been alleged that they have received donations from Turkey. xxviii
This use of external sources explains the several U.S. Treasury sanctions actions against
Kuwaiti nationals for Nusra finance. For example, in March 2017, Treasury designated
Muhammad Hadi al-‘Anizi, based in Kuwait, for raising funds for Nusra. xxix Others included
sanctions against two Kuwait-based financiers in August 2014 who were collecting money under
the auspices of charities, and two Kuwait-based financiers in May 2016, also using charities to
raise money.
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These fundraising schemes have extended beyond the Gulf. In one case, Italian authorities
arrested 14 people in Sardinia and the northern city of Brescia for moving money raised in
Muslim communities in Europe and transferred by hawala ultimately to Nusra. xxx
Another Nusra financing source that differs from ISIS is kidnap for ransom. Although both
groups carry out such operations, Nusra apparently has relied on this activity more heavily.
Transactions of the magnitude of $4 million to $25 million have been noted, with the payments
and releases allegedly mediated by Qatar. xxxi
Similar to ISIS, Nusra raises money through local finance, such as by taxing civilians and, as
noted above, charging transit fees. It also has taken a proportion of military equipment and
supplies given to other forces. xxxii Taxes include those on income and businesses, as well as fees
for services and utilities such as electricity and water. The group has also imposed fines on
people within its territory, leased out homes, seized assets from religious minority groups, and
gained from smuggling cigarettes. xxxiii
Two other funding sources are similar to those of ISIS or its predecessor groups. First, Nusra
has also benefited from oil sales, at least when it controlled oil fields. xxxiv Second, Nusra has
engaged in what would commonly be thought of as criminal activity, in this case skimming aid.
According to one report, Nusra placed people in two stations of the Free Syrian Police in Idlib
Province to receive UK aid money that was going to that organisation. xxxv
Cutting Off Militia Funding and the End of the War
International efforts can have a strong effect on transfers of money to insurgent groups in
Syria, particularly Nusra and ISIS. Even money transfers from hawalas are vulnerable, although
harder to access. Hawalas are often connected at some level to the formal financial system, in
particular for final settlements, and so cutting off hawala accounts in formal institutions or
sanctioning institutions that deal with rogue hawalas can be effective.
State support for militias and insurgent groups is harder to end. This also applies to indirect
support, such as Syrian government purchases of oil or gas from ISIS when it held oil and gas
fields. The most difficult financial flow to halt is the flow of finances gained locally, such as
from taxes or fees. Stopping this generally requires taking back territory or militarily defeating
the insurgent group.
After taking back territory or military defeat, the problem has not ended. Groups can
maintain cells, extort money from the population, and engage in other criminal behaviour to raise
funds. For example, the most recent two meetings of the Counter ISIS Finance Group discussed
how to stop ISIS from exploiting stabilisation and reconstruction contracts. xxxvi ISIS, at least, has
a proven record of skimming contracts. Documents from its predecessor group, Islamic State of
Iraq, indicate collusion with the offices of Ninewa provincial and Iraqi federal officials to gain a
portion of contracts. xxxvii
These means that once these groups have been defeated, action against them needs to shift
toward law enforcement rather than military. xxxviii The population has to feel secure enough to
cooperate with law enforcement to report and work against remnants of militia groups. This
reliance on law enforcement can also be a weak link; corrupt police organisations could
cooperate with the militia group remnants, helping them raise money and stay active. For
international assistance, the main roles could include training and oversight.
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